POSI-CLOSE
PLANTER WHEELS

P O S I - C LO SE PLANTER WHEEL S
CLOSE EVEN THE MOST STUBBORN SEED TRENCHES

Designed to quickly attach to your John Deere, Kinze, Monosem and
Great Plains Planter, our Posi-Close Wheels aggressively destroy the
seed trench, creating excellent seed-to-soil contact for better seedling
emergence and crop stand. These are our best-sellers for a reason. Give
them a try; we’re confident you’ll be impressed with the differences you’ll
see in plant stand and crop yields.

BENEFITS
TRENCH CLOSURE
When using traditional rubber planter wheels in wet soil, the seed trench will crust and bake, or
simply open back up. You’ll also commonly run into issues with smearing and extreme compaction.
Our Posi-Close Wheels, on the other hand, prevent crusting and baking by leaving a soft mulch on top
of the seedbed. And there’s no need to worry about the seed trench opening back up, either. With our
patented “horizontal rod” design and wide ground path, Posi-Close Wheels literally destroy the seed
trench. They also virtually eliminate any chance of smearing or extreme compaction.
S E E D - S O I L C O N TA C T
Good soil contact with the seed kernel is one
of the most important aspects of obtaining
uniform emergence. Our Posi-Close Wheels
effectively firm the soil around the seed,
creating excellent seed-to-soil contact and
notably improving emergence.
TERRAIN/ SOIL
Regardless of the type of soil, the type of
terrain, or even the planting situation, our
wheels excel at fully closing the seed trench.
Normally, to ensure maximum closure, different
practices (such as no-till, hilly terrain, or hard
soil conditions) require different wheel
configurations. Our wheels save you that step;
they’re designed to be adjustable for width,
giving you a greater ability to close even the
most stubborn seed trenches.

DESIGNED FOR
Farmers with varying soil type and terrain, looking
to achieve higher crop yields

UNIQUE FEATURES
All Posi-Close Wheels are shipped with the same
standard bearings currently in use on your planter.
Getting parts is easy; just go to your dealer and
order the same bearings as always!

IDEAL CROPS
Any Row Crop

MODELS
Pending on your planter make and model, we
offer three different styles of wheels:

PW-193NT

P W - 0 6 5 N T, P W - 0 6 6 N T

PW-293

Compatible with John

Compatible with John Deere

Compatible with Case-IH 800-

Deere Max-Emerge Plus, XP

7000, 7100 (MaxEmerge), 7200,

900 & 1200 Series

and newer; Kinze planters

7300, Early 1700 (MaxEmerge

(model year 1993 and newer);

2, with stub shaft and LH/RH

White 6000 and 8000 series;

nuts); and Kinze (up to and

Monosem NG +2, +3, +4 (or

including model year 1992,

older Monosem w/ upgrade);

with roll-pin-mounted wheels)

and Great Plains (newer,
including twin row)

Our products are simple, yet stalwart, and they’re built
and tested to ensure they’ll be in it for the long haul.
Visit our website to locate a trusted Schlagel dealer
near you. Have questions? Just give us a call!

www.sc hlagel.net
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